
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

ATLANTIS SWIMMING CLUB

Where do I found information for swimming Meets? 

All information for meets is now on Team Unify and On Deck.  Atlantis homepage is https://uk.teamunify.com/team/seasc/page/home. 
From the top tabs select events and competitions.   Or, from the black topic box on the left hand side select Events & Competitions, Team 
Events.  Scroll through to find the Meet of interest and by clicking on the title all information for this meet will be displayed. 

How do I enter a Meet?

TEAM UNIFY: After following the steps above, on the right hand side of the Meet are 2 boxes accept/decline and job sign up.  To sign 
up for the Meet select accept/decline, from the next page choose the member and then Yes, I wish to attend, No, I don’t want to attend 
from the drop down box. 
Once this has been completed, all events for the meet will be displayed.  all events that swimmers are eligible to enter will be in black, if 
swimmers do not qualify for a race their time will be displayed in red and you will not be able to enter.  Once a race is selected it will be 
highlighted.  Submit entry at the bottom of the page. 
ON DECK:   After logging in, choose Events, Events & Meet Entries from the left hand menu, scroll down to find the meet to be 
entered. Select Declare, from the next page; choose member who is attending and select No, thanks or Yes, please from the top box.  
Immediately under this is a note box.  Please leave any messages for Julie or Gill here, we can see them and we will reply to any notes here 
or by email. Beneath the note box are blue banners depicting the sessions, choose which sessions are to be attended and all events in that 
session will appear .  Now simply tick the boxes next to the events to be entered.  As with Team Unify all times in black are fine to enter, 
red the swimmer is not eligible.  From the Meet entry page any messages will show and the number of events entered and either pending 
or committed displayed.   

For both Team Unify and On Deck ; If entries are Pending, entries can be amended by the swimmer, there is no need to contact us.   If 
the events have been committed then please email us to change events. 

PLEASE NOTE NO PAYMENT IS TAKEN WHEN MAKING AN ENTRY.   

When do we pay for entries?

Once a Meet has closed and entries have been reconciled, invoices are generated and posted on the My Account section of Team Unify.  
Emails will be sent to all participants in that meet. Stating where to find invoices and when they need to be paid by. 
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Can I pay via On Deck?

Payments for all Meets/Events are to be made via Team Unify. On Deck does not have a pay facility.  Team Unify can be accessed by 
smart phone too. 

How do I know which Meets to enter?

Most Meets will have advice on which squads should enter.   In general; level 4 meets (Club Champs)  are open to all swimmers of all 
ages.  Level 3 most swimmers aged 9 and over are able to enter providing they meet the qualifying times and this will be the same for 
level 2 and 1 meets.   County and Regional Championships entry is only for those that have gained Qualifying times and these will be 
displayed on an eligibility report on the website. 

What events should I enter?

This is always a tricky one to answer as every swimmer is different.  For specific advice please speak to your swimmer’s coach they 
are always happy to help.  Here is some general advice;   ……………………………….. 

I can’t gain access to Team Unify.

First thing to check is; are you using the email address that is linked to the Team Unify Account. 

Please email Julie/Gill atlantis.galaentry@gmail.com or Gemma at info.atlantis@gmail.com, and an invite to join Team Unify will be sent 
to the email that is linked to the account.   

What happens after I enter a Meet and in the run up to the Competition?

After a Meet is closed for entry, entries are sent to the hosting club for acceptance.  We will email all participants when we hear that 
our entries have been accepted.  A few weeks before the Meet takes place, confirmed warm up and session times will be placed on the 
website along with the accepted entries and any final information.  This will also be sent in email form to swimmers and will include the 
coach in attendance, further information on the venue (if we have it) such as parking, cafes, nearby parks/activities for siblings.  It will 
also state that swimmers should arrive at least 15 minutes before the start of the Warm up - this is very important and should always be 
adhered to. 

I can’t make the meet due to other commitments/illness/injury, what do I do?

*  If the meet is still open in Team Unify and your entry has not been confirmed, you can go in and cancel the races. please leave a note 
in the box to say you can no longer attend. 
*  If the events have been confirmed but the Meet is still open for entry, email Julie or Gill and we can cancel it for you. 
* If the Meet has closed, payment has been made and the entries have been accepted by the hosting club, we can withdraw the 

swimmer but there will be no refund. 
* If the swimmer is ill / injured and can not make it on the day, sometimes a meet will refund if a Dr.s certificate is provided. 
* If it is on the day of competition, please ensure the coach in attendance is contacted and told. 
* The £5 coach pass contribution is non refundable. 
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What do I do if I’m running late for a meet?

Contact the Coach who is at the Meet, you will then be able to discuss your options.  You will always be told who the coach is and their 
contact details before the meet. 

I am new to competitive swimming, where can I find further information?

Atlantis have written a guide to competitive swimming.   OPEN MEETS - THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE.  this booklet guides the parent and 
swimmer through every stage of competing from the moment a meet opens for entry through to the day itself.  It also includes 
information on the different levels of competition, nutrition, what to bring on the day, disqualification and many more topics.  There is 
also a print out of The Day for new swimmers to take to their fist few meets to help them feel confident and happy with this new 
experience. 

Where do I buy Atlantis swimming hats from?

For all Atlantis Kit enquiries, please contact Sam at atlantis.kitorders@gmail.com 
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